ABSTRACT: This paper takes a round table discussion of the 'novel of ideas', with Andrew Crumey, Sarah Moss, and Joanna Kavenna, as a starting point from which to consider some of the questions raised by the conference Thinking through Fiction as a whole; offering a conclusion to this selection of papers as well as an invitation to further contemplation.
Imagine:
… a salon; a drawing room; a secluded garden; a public house; a seminar room, if you must. Take a seat-on the chair or chaise or stool of your choice-at this AS: Is it a different way of thinking about how we want to learn? The destabilising of the idea that there is a chunk of wisdom that I can transfer to you from me. And whether it is the intention to convince someone of an argument, or just simply make them think about the context in which they're in, in a way they haven't.
SM:
It's a huge generalisation but I'd say for nineteenth century readers the idea was that the novel would improve you in particular ways. The fiction is the jam and the pill is what you learn… we probably don't like that any more. Academics are not supposed to say, 'I want writing to have an instrumental function, I want it to make the world a better place, I want it to change readers…' There's something here about ideas and education and learning that we are no longer keen to associate with fiction. 
